why work with

braingineers

Why use
Brainpeek
01
02
Conversion
optimization

Brainpeek data offers individual and
group insights exposing optimization
opportunities and helps improving
efficiency and effectiveness.
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Evidence
Brainpeek data offers objectively
measured data that’s clear and easily
shareable through Brainpeek to
convince the right people.
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Focus on emotions
Brainpeek data brings awareness in
your team about the customer’s
emotions and changes your team’s
mindset towards user centric
development.

Conversion
optimization
Brainpeek is being used to be more efficient and powerful in
optimizing conversion rates all throughout your website.
Discovery of opportunities
Our methodology has proven to detect frustrating elements
which are correlated with drop-out behavior. In a one year
time at our client T-Mobile, the A/B tests based on frustrating
elements were 25% more successful.
Reduce waste
More success in A/B testing and a prioritization of elements
will result in 25% less waste of time that is put into A/B-tests.
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If we use the stats of one year average with T-Mobile, you will
be saving 25% of the time of your Conversion Specialists
creating the hypotheses, Designers making designs,
Developers coding the variants, and all the time to monitor
and analyze the results. Let alone the financial impact of
negative variants.
Increase A/B testing effectiveness
One year at T-Mobile has learned us that successful A/B
tests which were based on frustrating elements, had an
average of 17% higher conversion than other successful A/B
tests. Brainpeek data compared to other forms of user data,
is more efficient in unlocking the ‘why’ in user behavior.

Evidence
Our clients use data from Brainpeek tests for evidence
purposes. As user testing is still perceived as subjective data
and can be influenced by others, Brainpeek’s objective data
measurements will provide you the right insights to settle
discussions.

points, directly from the brain of your users. It shows how
they feel, where they look and explain on the measured
bottlenecks what their bottleneck was about. Clear data,
with a proven scientific method, that no one can argue.
Backlog prioritizing

Internal discussions & politics
A lot of internal discussions and politics are a result of
subjectivity. Where everyone has an opinion of what’s best
for the user, it becomes a struggle to get everyone on board
for the best solution.
Brainpeek’s emotion data are objectively measured data
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It can be difficult to keep your enormous backlog organized
and prioritized. Based on emotion data, we’re providing
findings and insights on the most frustrating elements on
your website. Because when 8 out of 10 participants are
frustrated by an element on your website, it should have a
higher priority on your backlog than an element that only
frustrates 1 out of 10 participants.

Focus on
emotions
On a lifetime value basis, emotionally connected
customers are more than twice as valuable as highly
satisfied customers. These emotionally connected
customers buy more of your products and services, visit you
more often, exhibit less price sensitivity, pay more attention
to your communications, follow your advice, and recommend
you more.
Companies deploying emotional-connection-based
strategies and metrics to design, prioritize, and measure the
customer experience find that increasing customers’
emotional connection drives significant improvements in
financial outcomes.
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Getting your team to talk about your customers’ emotions
are the right investment for long term growth. Gathering data
on their emotions is a first step in creating awareness and
conscious discussions about whether your website induces
the right emotions on the right moment.

How Asics saw its conversion
increase by 40 percent with
neuro-usability research
Thorough research into the usability of your online services pays off.
An optimization project for the Shoe Finder tool from global sports
brand ASICS broke even within 20 days and resulted in a
spectacular boost in online conversion.
MAIN INSIGHTS
• The product category “Trail running shoes”, which was not part of
the initial ShoeFinder, turned out to be a desirable part of the Shoe
Finder
• Certain questions from the Shoe Finder were insufficiently
understood by users
• A specific type of font used in certain parts of the Shoe Finder
appeared to have a negative influence on the usability of the
ShoeFinder; it was hard to read and the font distracted from the
purpose of the tool.
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Asics case
OPTIMIZATIONS
All these insights were translated from the science of psychology into
concrete recommendations for adjustments. Subsequently, in consultation
between Braingineers and Crobox, these recommendations were converted
by Crobox into concrete designs for the ASICS Shoe Finder. After 6 weeks
this resulted in the new ASICS Shoe Finder, called Shoe Finder 2.0.
RESULTS
ASICS achieved unprecedented results in a relatively short period; the breakeven point was already reached within 20 days of implementation of the new
tool. The entire investment to realize the Shoe Finder 2.0 was thus justified.
An unprecedented ROI after just 20 days. The Shoe Finder has since been
online and has shown a conversion increase of no less than 40%.
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Testimonials
Soraia Cardoso, Global Lead Digital
Optimisation @ Philips

Stephan Brandenburg, UX Researcher @
Selfridges Group Limited (De Bijenkorf)

Alberto Ferreira, UX Research Manager @
Travel Republic

“The focus of Philips is to provide visitors with the best
user experience. We use the Braingineers platform to
gain insights on what causes frustration and joy to our
website visitors. We gather this knowledge for the
continuous improvement of our customer journeys, so
that we can offer an efficient, effective and pleasant user
experience on all touch points of their buying process.”

“Braingineers enables us to fully understand and
improve the underlying emotions of our visitors
throughout the entire on-site shopping journey. Their
team delivers results at incredible speed and unlock
insights using their powerful dashboard, ensuring they
can be quickly implemented or further explored. As a
result we were able to increase traffic to our basket with
2.4%.”

“Emotions are at the core of the customer’s decision
making. We needed to find out the deeper motivations
and painpoints for travellers, and Braingineers
neurousability method helped us to achieve a coherent
map of the emotional journey. We can now enhance the
overall user experience based directly on users’
subconscious feelings, where the most lasting brand
impressions are formed.”

Peter van Best, UX Designer @ Interpolis

Jurriaan Bos, Product Owner ECommerce @ T-Mobile

Lieven Swinnen, E-Business Manager @
Landal Greenparks

“There are many reasons why we’ve been working
together with Braingineers for 3 years. The emotion
analytics of Braingineers are a perfect addition to our
data and other tests. Based on their insights we are able
to improve the conversion rates and user experience at
the same time.”

“By using Brainpeek’s emotion data in combination with
our other data layers, we’re enriching our insights in our
users behavior. This results in a true next level of
optimization effectiveness and increases in
conversions.”

“With the researches of Braingineers, we found
bottlenecks on our homepage that we did not find with
other tools. Based on these insights we significantly
improved the design of our homepage, and with
success.”
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Some of our happy clients
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Talk to us
And bring your user experience
to the next level

Request a Demo
or Go to our website

